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editorial
Dear reader,
What a start into the New Year!
Who would have thought the self-immolation of a poor vegetable hawker in Tunisia
would set fire to almost all Arab lands. Everybody was caught off-balance, starting with
the French government. We all held our breath when Egypt started to boil. Thank God
the outcome was more or less peaceful there due to the army (at least so far). But
then it spread east and west. Even China saw protests. But the real revelation was
Libya. It seems the respect of human life there, like in many other Arab countries, is
close to zero. Is it the law of the desert? Is it Islam, where the killing of adversaries is
'legal'?
We are asking ourselves what fuelled the explosion and the protests. The desperation

and rage are such that even in Syria people risk getting shot in the streets. Probably
the media showing life in the West so different from their own caused by their
repressive governments. And the internet helped to get spontaneous demonstrations
organized.
Apart from all the bloodshed, the question now is, what will be the outcome of all this.
Will future governments be better or will there be even more radicalization? And what
are the threats for Israel?
If these problems were not enough the Earth 'offered' us a quake and tsunami the
strength of which has not been seen for centuries. As of today (March 30, 2011) the
'collateral' catastrophe of Fukushima is 'unpredictable', says the Japanese
government.
What does all this mean? Is it a preparation for Armageddon? Could be. You may
want to re-read 'The Upcoming Judgment'. And have you seen the e-mail about the
third secret of Fatima?. The three days of darkness were mentioned (like in the
prophecy of Garabandal) but also that an 8 hour earthquake would occur, which will
temporarily move the axis of the earth by 23 degrees. Now that would create
tsunamis. True or not, but how many nuclear power stations would survive that is
anyone's guess.
Anyhow, let's get prepared by loving and trusting Jesus. If we do, whatever happens to
the world or us will not jeopardize our long term future (the eternal one).
Despite all, have a happy Easter holiday with your loved ones.
May God bless you.
Rudolf Julius
Editor
www.HisNewWord.org

PS: Easter time: The "Passion" is still available online
here, in audio or pdf.
PPS: We invite you to share this email with friends. So do not hesitate to
forward it to people who you know are interested in their spiritual
development or may become so in the future.
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1. fundamentals
The Sign of the Son of Man
May 1, 1841
Anselm Hüttenbrenner (a composer friend of Jakob Lorber) asked for

an explanation of Matthew 24, 30:
"Then will appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven. And then all the
peoples of the earth will mourn when they see the Son of Man coming
on the clouds of heaven, with power and great glory. “ (Matthew 24,30)
The Lord stated the following through His scribe Jakob Lorber:
“Don’t you know the difference between the “Sign” and the “Son of Man”? And
don’t you know what one has to understand under “heaven”?
Really, you could not think of something more
foolish than to see a crucifix in the starry sky. Just
ask yourselves, what would be the benefit for the
world if not only one but a whole legion of crucifixes
could be seen in the sky. Would people improve in
their hearts? – Sure not!
Wouldn’t there soon scientists come forth and
claim that all these crucifixes were the result of
priestly deceit? And wouldn’t they want to prove that
all those floating crucifixes are of simple aerostatic
origin arranged by a number of Jesuit councils?
Behold, such a phenomenon would create
exactly this result and many more! Yes, some
mathematically adept scientists would try to explain
those appearances in an optical way.

JW21

"Why do you want signs?
Don't you know that no
one is awakened by signs,
but on the contrary,
judged? However, I did
not come to judge, but
that you may attain
eternal life if in your
hearts you believe in Me".
Great Gospel of John,
vol.1:14,13.

But what would the man in the street say to
that? – I tell you, he would fall silent of excessive
fear. Because he would be sure that, based on the wrongly grafted teaching,
Judgment day is imminent.
And so such an appearance would first kill the scientists because they killed
them by their assessment and explanation beforehand; the simple man, however,
would be killed in relation to his permanently active freedom the moment such a
phenomenon appears. That would be the benefit of such an appearance.
That things would take this turn you can deduct if you look attentively to those
times where certain would be prophets predicted several ends of the world. How
people partly despaired, partly laughed, partly feasted excessively or wallowed in to
other pleasures (the same would happen again now). But when even such empty
prophesies were able to cause such evil consequences, what would be the result of
a gigantic cross floating among the stars? I need not elaborate for you about the
deadly success.
Now “heaven” means the true belief of the word which is the “Church” in it
genuineness.

The sign of the Son of Man, however, is the again newly awakened love in this
Church, with all its attributes like mercy, patience, gentleness, humility,
acquiescence, obedience and acceptance of all afflictions of the cross. Behold, this
living sign of the son of man will appear in the sky of the inner eternal life and will not
kill but exceedingly enliven.
At such an occasion the “tribes of the earth addicted to the world” will howl,
moan and lament as all their hellish deception consisting of the uncountable
products for sale and for purchase will not be wanted anymore. The reason is the
people of My sign will have little to do with the world dreamers, the traders and the
money changers.
These will turn their eyes only where they will see the “Son of Man coming on
the clouds of heaven with great power and glory” – which is the living Word in the
heart of man or My eternal love in its fullness which therefore is of “great power and
glory”. And the “clouds of heaven” is the endless Wisdom Itself in this living Word.
See, this is the brief understanding of this gospel text!
The “clouds” themselves, however, will receive you in the beyond in My
kingdom and will be forever your home. That means that only there will you visibly
recognize with great bliss the great power and glory of the Son of Man in all
fullness.”
(Gifts of Heaven 1, pg 337, or HiG.01_41.05.01.a,01)

ooo ooo ooo

“Watch however, primarily for My arrival within you and worry less about the general
one. Tell Me within your hearts in prayer for which you care in general,. Don’t bother
about the rest. Because the great When, How and Why lies safely in the best of
hands! This I am telling you, your great, holy and most loving Father.”
(Gifts of Heaven 1, pg 319,16 or HiG.01_41.03.25.b,16)
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2. today’s focus
The Apocalypse Explained

(Explanation of the Revelation of John)
Received through Gottfried Mayerhofer on July 18, 1875
Several years after the death of Jakob Lorber, Gottfried Mayerhofer, who
lived in Trieste, received valuable additional dictation from the Lord. The
following text deals with part of the Apocalypse and deals with the coded
language which John used. Why such a coded language? The Lord has a very
simple and convincing reason:
“Had I as God of Love caused the entire process of development up to
this day to be written in a language common to you, the words would have
died away and nobody would have cared for their spiritual meaning.”
[The Lord Jesus:] This Revelation of John or – I prefer to say - this picture of
manners for the entire period, which came over your earth after My transition into
the domain of the spirits (until now and My return) - this revelation has been
explained, explored and set forth by many a person
who presumed to be learned, but so far no one has
found the right key to open up the chapters of this
Holy Word, nor to judge correctly the happenings
and periods, all of which had to happen after My
ascent, as long as man, a free being, was lord over
his own actions.
Now, that we have almost reached the
fulfillment of the entire prophecy and
most of it is already over, I will explain to you
this Revelation step by step in order that you may
be able to judge for yourselves how far all of them
were away from the real meaning by attempting to
find out the literal sense of what can be expressed
only by correspondence.
As long as man does not comprehend the
interpretation or the spiritual meaning of words
(called correspondence), it is useless to attempt
grasping My Words in their innermost sense. Even
the great amount of new messages which you have
received until now, attest to the same; for, as you
confessed so often, the more frequently you read
them, the more spiritual appears their content, often
different from what you thought previously.
You must start from the principle that I,
being the Highest Spirit, can think and speak only
spiritually and that I express these spiritual thoughts
and ideas in words comprehensible to you
according to the human level of intelligence; yet as
you take and read these words, your interpretation
is by far not final.

JW29

Those who have taken
hold of Me in their hearts
will be taken hold of also
by Me. Who has taken
hold of Me can let go of
Me again, but I shall never
again let go of him. For
My love is of eternal
duration and holds for
ever the one who has
taken it into his heart.
And so it will be with
you! You will be placed in
situations where you will
find it a bit difficult to
confess My name and
remain firm in faith, but at
such a time I shall
strengthen you and fully
enlighten your heart.
Great Gospel of John,
vol. 3:209

I had John write down this Revelation by adapting My ideas to his
comprehension; had I spoken to him differently, he would have failed to understand
Me, misinterpreted My words or not dared to write them down for fear of falling
victim to a deception.
Hence, in this Revelation you find only symbolic pictures; you find the "Wrath
of God," the plagues and still other things which were frequently used by the
prophets in those days, but which should not have been taken that way, since I, the
God of Love, cannot exercise anger, hatred or revenge. If you think it over more
carefully, all this is impossible; by sudden destruction or moral compulsion I cannot
immediately put into order all that does not please Me or is against My plans.
Should I become inflamed about things which I personally created this way
and not otherwise? Should I pronounce a curse over creatures whom I put out as
free beings and who therefore had to fail and fall in order to recognize the great
divine properties and their value by their contraries?
How could you evaluate light, if you knew nothing of shadow or darkness;
how could you understand the beneficial power of warmth, if you knew no cold; how
comprehend sublime virtue, morality and moral feelings unless their opposites
existed; how understand an idea of spiritual progress unless you also knew the road
downward?

To read on click here and download "The Apocalypse explained"
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3. reflection
Do you understand "The Salvation"?
During His three years of teaching Jesus touched the matter of salvation
many times. The following piece is an excerpt of volume 11 of the Great
Gospel showing that for several reasons only Jesus was in a position to
perform the salvation.

SALVATION AND REDEMPTION
BY THE LORD
What did really happen while the body was lying in the grave, and what was
the actual, compelling reason for My death? - On this a brief, but clear explanation
shall now be given. So do listen.
It has already previously been explained on several occasions that Adam, as
the first man of this earth - that is, a man possessing full spiritual freedom - had
been created so as to represent a form, out of which matter could be led back into
the free life of spirit. This entailed above all the overcoming of matter itself, that is,
voluntarily a state had to be brought about where all base qualities, such as worldly

lusts, desires and inclinations, had to be eliminated in order to enable a free ascent
to the purest spirit-life.
It has been said often enough that the human soul comes from the minutest
beginnings, grows and develops to ever higher spheres of awareness until it, finally,
in man again reaches that form which is no longer capable of development as an
earthly form, but only as a soul-form. Thus, in man two principles meet: The end of
material life as clearly defined self-awareness and the beginning of an immutable life
of the soul in the highest attainable perfection of form. Therefore, on this thin
borderline of earthly life man cannot ignore the awareness of being alive - for he
himself is proof to this -, yet he can be totally unaware of having reached the
threshold to a spiritual life, which is now beginning in its unchangeable human form.
In other words: After going through many physical changes having as their goal the
human form, this remains now unchanged in its general aspect. But now there
begins a change of the soul, the purpose of which is to more and more approach the
God-Spirit Itself and unite with It.
Whoever can think, let him think! What can happen if this transition is not
effected? For here, matter and spirit oppose each other diametrically.

To read on click here and download "Salvation and Redemption".
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4. excerpt
The Lord's Sermons (7)

The Twelve-Year-Old Jesus in the Temple
St. Luke II, 42-50: "And when he was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem
after the custom of the feast. And when they had fulfilled the days, as they
returned, the child Jesus tarried behind in Jerusalem; and Joseph and his mother
knew not of it. But they, supposing him to have been in the company, went a
day's journey; and they sought him among their kins folk and acquaintance. And
when they found him not, they turned back again to Jerusalem, seeking him. And
it came to pass, that after three days found him in the temple, sitting in the midst
of the doctors, both hearing them, and asking them questions. And all that heard
him were astonished at his understanding and answers. And when they saw him,
they were amazed: and his mother said unto him, Son, why hast thou thus dealt
with us? Behold thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing. And he said unto

them, How is it that ye sought me? Wist ye not that I must be about my Father's
business? And they understood not the saying which he spake unto them."

(December 26, 1871)
This text is also taken from the Gospel of Luke and deals with the three days I
stayed in the temple. What I did and taught there is already known to you, since
some years ago I explained it to you in more detail. [Jakob Lorber "The Three Days
in the Temple"]
We shall, therefore, look at it only insofar as it
will be repeated spiritually before My Second
Coming and is, in fact, already in the process of
repeating itself. What you can gain from this
repetition shall be the conclusion of today's word.
Behold, My children, I have told you
repeatedly that each action at that time - from My
birth to My resurrection and ascension - had a
twofold, actually threefold, significance. What I then
did and spoke was of importance not only for the
Jewish people, but for all men of that and later
times. It was also - reaching far beyond your earth meant for My entire realm of spirits which followed
My actions with curious eyes to see whether and
how I would, as a human being, accomplish the
mission I had set for Myself.

JW49

"Do not ever ask: 'Lord,
where in all the world are
You?' For I shall never say
to you: I am here! Instead,
ask your heart whether it
loves Me. And in your
heart, which loves me, I
shall call to you: Here I am
at home with all My love,
grace and mercy!
Childhood, 246

Being clad completely in the human body of an earth-dweller, I had to fight all
the passions of human nature in order to free Myself from this and, spiritualized,
return once more to whence I had come. Like every child I had to improve My soul
gradually, develop My concepts and opinions in order to adapt to My Spirit the soul I
had breathed into Myself, so that at the end of My earthly career I could show My
spirits how I brought back not only My own Spirit in all its magnitude, but also knew
how to spiritualize My human soul.
Thus I demonstrated to the great realm of spirits how My sonship could be
attained, setting the example - as a living, struggling and suffering human being how and at what price unification with Me can be attained.
Click here to download the full article.
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5. where to find on hisnewword.org

Check the Downloads tab for reports and audio resources:
At the Right Hand of God
Creation of Lucifer and the Spirits and their Fall
Jesus' great prophetic speech - Basics about heaven and earth
How can God allow this to happen
Jesus Christ - Who is He really.
The Passion of, and according to Jesus Christ – pdf and mp3 audio
The Christmas Story – pdf and MP3 audio
Sermon #2: John’s inquiry about Jesus
The Introduction to the “Great Gospel of John”
The Great Gospel of John, vol. 3,
Seven words on the cross,
The true significance of the Sabbath (sermon 42)
The upcoming Judgment,
The future of the Catholic Church
God and Sex – The sixth commandment
Genesis One – The true meaning of this coded text
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6. Our free email library
To receive the e-mail reports listed below just send a blank email to the
address listed. Depending on the report you may have to confirm your order
with a simple click. Moreover don't forget to whitelist the address if you have a
firewall or spam filter.
NOTE. If you do not get your requested report orderly, please advise
support@hisnewword.org Thank you.
Genesis1@hisnewword.org: Explanation of this veiled text
John1@hisnewword.org: The true meaning of the first chapter of the Gospel of
John
Jesuswords@hisnewword.org: A selection of words of wisdom digested from
all books of the New Revelation (ca. 45 e-mails).
Judas@hisnewword.org: Analysis of a difficult character
Newsletter@hisnewword.org: The most recent newsletter via email.
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7. overview: the new revelation
Since the beginning of time God had been in contact with mankind. With every nation.

In every century. Without interruption.
The form of communication differs. God came in the form of angels, He used prophets
whom He instructed (e.g. Isaiah). He gave people visions (e.g. Swedenborg) or
revealed His messages in dreams (e.g. Joseph) and He had people write by direct
dictation (e.g. Moses).
Communications, instructions and messages did not stop with Jesus. Some churches,
unfortunately, claim that Jesus said it all. With Him revelation stopped. Despite the
contrary written in scripture.
The New Revelation, God's New Word, was received by dictation. Word by word.
Every word of those 25 volumes was dictated to Jakob Lorber, Leopold Engel and
Gottfried Mayerhofer by the Lord. It took about 50 years to finish. Some say it's the
Eternal Gospel promised by the angel. It sure contains wisdom for generations of
researchers.
To doubt that the texts of God's New Word were really of heavenly origin ask for the
report "New Revelation and science". It shows that most prophecies done have
become reality by now.
Cornerstones of the New Revelation:

1. In His New Word, the New Revelation, God reconfirms again and again that
love is the basis of God. "The Father" really is God's love.

2. God created all beings - all angels, all souls, all spirits - out of love.
It was out of His endless love that despite the high treason of Lucifer and one
fifth of all created beings He did not destroy them but created the material
universe. Matter is a prison and school through which He leads the rebellious
souls back into His kingdom.

3. Out of love He created man and put him to test on earth and gave him the
choice between good and evil.

4. Out of love He took flesh in Jesus, His "Son", suffered terribly, accepted utmost
humiliation and sacrified His physical body to free all humans from the slavery
of sin.

5. Out of His love He gave mankind the privilege to become His children if they
choose to obey. A privilege not even His first angels have.

6. Out of love He has been incredibly patient with mankind. But He also said that
out of this love He will chastise mankind if they turn away from Him, lest they'll
be lost. That happened and will happen again.

To get a basic idea about the contents and scope of the New Revelation please visit
our website www.hisnewword.org
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8. finally
Next edition of HisNewWord Newsletter: April 1, 2011
May God bless and protect you in this quarter 2011.
To read all previous letters visit 'Newsletter' at www.hisnewword.org.
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